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1 Hey would you scream for Ice cream? We all know I will! A pic 
of you and your car at any sign of theirs will fit the bill!

4 2

2 You won’t need to look over your shoulder to see this Boulder, 
its as big a rock as there is to be!

3 7

3 A Blue crab awaits you just off the road, A silly thing to see by 
the museum door it will be!

3 3

4 A rockets red glare is certainly a scare, when its where it 
shouldn't be! Next to a Church, Just ask... you'll see!

4 6

5 Pull up a Toadstool and grab a book, watch out for Dino on the 
wall always on the look

4 1

6 There is a Stark statue of a man "Parked" on a horse, Bunker Hill 
to Bennington The leader of many of course!

3 2

7 We all have heard of the Old Lady in the Shoe, But this one is 
from Colossus days gone by in a zoo

3 2

8 When a plane is up in the air, but still not flying. Surrounded by 
glass, it sits watch over the ones that are trying! 

4 2

9 Betty & Barney…. No not the Flintstones, but the ones from 
outer space, watched over by an Indian place.

4 6

10 This moose stands upstairs watching over the candy below. 
Don’t stare too long or the beanie babies will know 3 7
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11
A dictionary by his name he didn’t write, but he argued to the 

Supreme Court to get it right, He stands tall by a dome with 
might! 3 5

12 Fido sits watch over Pine Grove for those who have served 
alone, but don’t worry, he won't bite as he's made of stone! 

3 3

13 Find the Madam's stairs. who don’t lead to the pearly gates, 
they're roped off now cause they're falling at a fast rate 

3 1

14 This sign sits on the crest of the most famous road in the state.  
You get a pass on the math if you can make the 2855 relate 

4 6

15
The more famous stones stand across the pond in a far away 

land, but these stones here, are far less grand. A pic by the sign 
is your plan! 4 3

16 The man is considered the best around, when your C is sick and 
needs to get well, by the lake you will go and there he will tell! 

4 5

17

Bullwinkle would be proud, as this place errected a statue of his 
kind "inn" this space. Its on the corner of this somewhat famous 
downtown place!  But be careful of the slope to the east of this 

beast! 3 7

18 This claustrophobic nightmare for some would give you fits! this 
landmark is def a tuna out of water where it sits! 3 3

19 Here cog's take you to the first's top! But it's salts partner that is 
your search to stop  

4 8

20 If you had to take down a wall, someone with a tank might be 
the right one to call! 

3 7
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21 If Heights aren’t for you, this Cathederal might make you pine 
for lower ground… But, here the views certainly abound!   

3 7

22 Who knew Alley Cats could read? By a Book store, indeed! A pic 
of the plaue on the wall will be the right call!

3 2

23 If sweets is your king, This Little_ _ _ store will make you sing! 
One long candy counter is its thing! 

3 6

24 A place North of Boston and is on the road less traveled some 
tell! as is this poem that is known very well!

4 3

25
We all know the Old Man in the Mountain tail!  How about his 

pet Frog hiding on a trail! Thru the woods you must go to 
unveil! 3 2

26
One of 14 still stands alone. Its round, made 73 tall and is made 

of Stone! Here You'll find no Bully Pulpit clone!   
3 3

27
To the center of town you go, Bring an old comic book, we're 

sure you know. Sit and who know's maybe Veronica will stop by 
and join you for a bit!  3 5

28
A Yankee Seige sits by the Castle gate! Do not enter as it is 

closed as of late! Just grab a picture here... at the once home of 
World Record flying objects near! 4 2

29 By the river he sits with a brown Box in his hand! Watch for 
Bears in this "Odyssey" land!  

4 2

30
It seems the old man landed here when he fell! Maybe he didn't 

fall after all, instead he just needed a nearby storage space to 
hold part of his wall 3 5
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31 We try and avoid manhole covers, but this one is as hard as a 
turtles shell, one we should all know well!

4 3

32 Honest Abe spoke with Tuck at this space! His final NH speech 
was given at this place. 4 3

33 A pic by this sign is within your reach, Once a year Motorcycles 
fill this beach! 4 5

34 A place our group has been, Our stop the bear inside saw, We'll 
need a pic of of you and smokey giving you a high paw!

3 6

35 In Washington they say, A man's leg is still buried there to this 
day! Find the stone and get a picture alone is your only way! 3 4

36 This small Train on tracks is no big feat, but it's certainly bigger 
than the toy ones Wal Mart has across the street! 4 2

37 A place where turkeys truly hate. This restaurant serves all the 
fixings that are really great! 4 5

38
There is a sign with a leather mocosin size 88 that sits on it's 

top. On many of our return trips home from VT we go right by 
this shop! 4 1

39 The Black Whale still Blows! Knowing the Rite Place is the key, 
as it sits close to the nearby sea that seems to beckon thee

4 3

40
When Apple Cider doughnuts is your thing! Here Its Common 
for a Man to sing! You should know this place above them all! 

Our caravan's sometimes start here in the fall! 4 5

41 She stands watch both day and night,  she stands guard for the 
marines lost out of sight 

3 3
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42 There are many covered bridges in NH to make one Glee, This is 
off the beaten path in Albany to see!

4 7

43 "A" stone chapel has been photopgraphed by so many! A pic 
within this beautiful yard counts as any! 4 2

44 On a boardwalk you can go, with someone or alone, Your goal is 
a pic of the fish out of water made of stone

3 3

45
Always a first stop for anyone seeking to be elected. Many a 

signature adorns the seats they selected. There are more than 
one, but only this one at 3AM can be detected 4 2

46
A painting of two boys, one named Roy who made it to the big 
leauges adorns this wall of bricks. They started Dodging them 

here in "46"  4 2

47

This white stone Statue is weird and profound! Off to college 
you must go to find it around! It once sat on Elm street till the 

theater got torn to the ground! This one is going to require 
some work to find this muse wearing a smirk! 3 2

48

What more Ice Cream you say! This ones been around for ever 
and still stands to this day! Soft serve is "King" at this place that 
can't spell. But you won’t care, as all their Ice cream they sell is 

delicous as Helll 4 2

49

His first campaign visit didn't turn out to be a bust! He would go 
on to be the one the country placed trust, until his life was stole 

on the grassy knoll! You can Grab a pic in front of this place, 
along with paying any parking tickets you may have just in case.

3 2

50

You must get to the beach in the darkness To get an early 
sunrise in all its starkness! A clear day is a must or your picture 

will be a bust. You, your car and the early rising sun in the pic all 
are a must!  This should take some work as without all three, 

awarding less than total points will be just! 4 3
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You've mad it this far, almost to the end This one you choose 
the place Pic to send. The top three that are most unique will be 

crowned best of them all in the end! But I'm a rather harsh 
judge, so don’t cheat out or count it I'll doubt and you'll have 

driven for nothing I will shout! The Top Three will see 4 Any

The Bonus of Bonuses. Convince someone to post a business 
marque road sign saying "Welcome SONHC" and quickly get you 

and you Corvette in the pic for the many points I will apoint!   
4 Any
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